Transmission Operations Apprenticeship Program

Discover how your Electric Transmission and Power Distribution Technology Degree can create earning potential!

- Dispatcher Associate (1 year) $60,000 to $70,000
- Dispatcher/Dispatcher Senior (4 to 5 years) $80,000 to $90,000
- Dispatcher Principal (6-7 years) $100,000+

About the AEP Program
The power generation, distribution and transmission industry is experiencing a shortage of trained, skilled employees. In order to meet the rising demand for skilled workers, Apex partnered with one of the largest electric utility providers in the U.S. to create an electrical apprenticeship program to address the following factors:

- A retiring workforce
- A depleted talent pool of workers with high-voltage power experience
- The ramp up time to train these workers is often three or more years

Our program is designed to overcome these challenges by: introducing recent graduates to the workforce, building a curriculum that is tailored to high-voltage power and by encouraging students to participate in apprenticeship opportunities that will accelerate their training and ramp up time.

About Apex Systems
Apex is a division of the 2nd largest IT and 3rd largest Clinical and Scientific staffing firm in the U.S. We connect top scientific, technology, and engineering professionals at all career levels with companies across North America. With over 65 locations and 120,000 professionals placed over the last 5 years, we have built a reputation as one of the best in the business.

About COTC
COTC has earned a reputation for first-class instruction. With a wide selection of courses in the field of Engineering Technology check out Electric Transmission & Power Distribution Technology for more information.

For More Information Contact:
Leah Moore: lmoore@apexsystems.com or Whit Tussing: tussing.19@cotc.edu